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Abstract

When dealing with a series of imminent issues, humans can
naturally concentrate on a subset of these concerning is-
sues by prioritizing them according to their contributions
to motivational indices, e.g., the probability of winning a
game. This idea of concentration offers insights into rein-
forcement learning of sophisticated Large-scale Multi-Agent
Systems (LMAS) participated by hundreds of agents. In such
an LMAS, each agent receives a long series of entity obser-
vations at each step, which can overwhelm existing aggre-
gation networks such as graph attention networks and cause
inefficiency. In this paper, we propose a concentration net-
work called ConcNet. First, ConcNet scores the observed en-
tities considering several motivational indices, e.g., expected
survival time and state value of the agents, and then ranks,
prunes, and aggregates the encodings of observed entities
to extract features. Second, distinct from the well-known at-
tention mechanism, ConcNet has a unique motivational sub-
network to explicitly consider the motivational indices when
scoring the observed entities. Furthermore, we present a con-
centration policy gradient architecture that can learn effec-
tive policies in LMAS from scratch. Extensive experiments
demonstrate that the presented architecture has excellent scal-
ability and flexibility, and significantly outperforms existing
methods on LMAS benchmarks.

Introduction
Multi-agent systems (MAS) from different areas have great
disparity with each other, considering the number of par-
ticipating agents. On one hand, MAS tasks like DouDizhu
and Hide-and-Seek involve only 2 to 4 agents (Zha et al.
2021; Baker et al. 2019). On the other hand, other multi-
agent challenges such as StarCraft Multi-Agent Challenge
(SMAC), Predators-Pray, Navigating, Attacker-Defender,
and Formation-Control are usually participated by 10 to
30 agents (Vinyals et al. 2017; Lowe et al. 2017; Chen
et al. 2019; Deka and Sycara 2021; Agarwal, Kumar, and
Sycara 2019). In reinforcement learning (RL), these two
types of problems are investigated from different perspec-
tives with distinct methods. Because the growth of the num-
ber of agents gradually shifts the core of the challenges from
agent-environment relationships to agent-wise interactions.
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For simplicity, we refer to the former as mini-MAS, the lat-
ter as small-MAS.

Large-Scale MAS. In this paper, we focus on the third
type of MAS, which is participated by more than 100 agents.
The complexity of such large-scale MAS (LMAS) increases
quadratically as the agent number increases considering the
agent-wise relationships. While LMAS creates the possibil-
ity for the emergence of very sophisticated cooperative be-
havior, RL algorithms need to search a much large joint-
policy space to find a satisfying policy. So far, there has been
little research on the RL algorithms of LMAS. The related
studies focus on oversimplified tasks such as gridworld dot-
fighting and geometrical pattern-forming (Zheng et al. 2018;
Diallo and Sugawara 2020; Rubenstein, Cornejo, and Nag-
pal 2014).

An RL algorithm in LMAS faces following challenges:
• (C1) Partially observable environment. An agent is in-

fluenced by a large number of entities, which means the
collection of other agents and non-agent elements in the
environment. However, not all the state of entities are ob-
servable to this agent (Oliehoek and Amato 2016).

• (C2) Decentralized execution. The algorithm is re-
stricted by the paradigm of centralized training with de-
centralized execution (CTDE), which is widely accepted
since (Oliehoek, Spaan, and Vlassis 2008; Kraemer and
Banerjee 2016).

• (C3) Huge observation space and observation uncer-
tainty. Each agent observes a long series of entities at
each time step due to an exploding agent number. More-
over, because of (C1), the number of observable entities
changes dynamically over an episode. Till now, to deal
with this challenge, it is inevitable to use sequence mod-
eling tools from the natural language processing (NLP)
domain (Vaswani et al. 2017), such as attention mecha-
nism and graph networks.

• (C4) Scalability and dynamic agent number. The al-
gorithm should at least provide two kinds of scalabil-
ity, namely, the ability to adapt to scenarios that are di-
verse in initial agent number before training (Training-
Scalability) and after training (Testing-Scalability). Fur-
thermore, the available agent number changes dynami-
cally during an episode because most agents can be dis-
abled or eliminated under certain conditions in LMAS.
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Bottlenecks of existing methods. Existing methods de-
pend heavily on soft attention (Vaswani et al. 2017) to aggre-
gate raw observations (Hoshen 2017; Iqbal and Sha 2019).
Graph attention networks, also relying on soft attention, can
provide better performance in small-MAS tasks (Agarwal,
Kumar, and Sycara 2019; Jiang et al. 2018; Deka and Sycara
2021). However, models established on soft attention suffer
great performance degradation in LMAS tasks because of
the large agent number, the influence of C3 as well as limi-
tations of soft attention.

Soft attention uses score-softmax and weighted-sum pro-
cedures to extract features from a sequence of elements
(meaning entity encodings here). It allows encodings from
essential entities to dominate the attentional output while
keeping the network fully differential, which is the key to its
success in many applications including small-MAS. Never-
theless, weights produced by the softmax function follows
long-tail distributions after training (Zhou et al. 2021), and
hence small but non-zero weights are assigned to trivial en-
tities unworthy of attention (Shen et al. 2018). In the case
of LMAS, firstly, large quantities of trivial entities weaken
the attention given to the few truly essential entities. Sec-
ondly, agents in LMAS often need to consider multiple es-
sential entities of a similar level of attention at the same
time. Unfortunately, the softmax function always magnifies
the difference of attentional weights. Even if the preced-
ing network does produce identical attention weights, the
weighted-sum procedure will then degenerate into a naive
average of feature vectors, which erases the unique features
of essential individual entities. As a result, reinforcement
learning of LMAS requires an alternative for soft attention
mechanism.

Hard attention is such an alternative outside the boundary
of RL but with valuable reference significance. A similar
problem that involves long-sequence attention calculation is
long-sentence processing, which is still a major challenge
even in the well-explored NLP domain (Neishi and Yoshi-
naga 2019). Studies have investigated hard attention for
NLP and image caption (Xu et al. 2015; Shen et al. 2018).
However, hard attention has a non-differentiable sample op-
eration and is usually trained by REINFORCE (Williams
1992). It creates a gap inside the policy network. In RL tasks,
we lack additional rewards to fill this gap.

Our contributions. We start by introducing a cognitive
process known as concentration, or attention control (As-
tle and Scerif 2009) in psychology, into the LMAS prob-
lems to meet the challenges. Studies in psychology have
in-depth discussions about the drive of concentration (e.g.,
stimulus-driven or goal-driven). But from our experience as
humans, concentration can be simply considered as an abil-
ity to choose among a series of issues and decide what to
focus on or ignore according to one’s motivation or purpose.
Here we especially stress that the motivation plays an es-
sential role in this process. For instance, we will prioritize
sport-related issues over work-related issues if our primary
motivation is winning a sport event, or vice versa if our top
motivation is catching deadlines at work.

We then model the process of concentration with neural

networks. Firstly, the representations of observed entities are
evaluated by a score function according to several motiva-
tional indices, e.g., agent state value or expected survival
time. Secondly, the concentration network aggregates rep-
resentations by ranking, pruning, concatenating and down-
sampling to escape the aforementioned limitations of soft
attention. Thirdly, we solve the parameter differential prob-
lem with a unique motivation subnetwork, which considers
the motivational indices and supervises the training of the
score function parameters.

Furthermore, we present a concentration policy gradient
architecture designed based on the concentration network,
and demonstrate several possible architecture variants not
only to show the flexibility of the concentration network, but
also to adapt LMAS with specific characters. E.g., entities
have friend-or-foe distinction in competitive tasks, which is
not the case in cooperative tasks. We put forward an LMAS
benchmark environment called Decentralised Collective As-
sault (DCA), which simulates two-team competition combat
participated by hundreds of agents. We demonstrate the su-
perior performance of the concentration-based architectures
compared to existing alternative methods. Ablation studies
and further analyses are provided for a better understanding
of our concentration network, and to show the two types of
scalability, namely the Training-Scalability and the Testing-
Scalability.

Entity-oriented Dec-POMDP
An MAS task can be described as a Dec-POMDP (Oliehoek
and Amato 2016). However, there are two issues when ap-
plying Dec-POMDP in LMAS. Firstly, a Dec-POMDP as-
sumes a deterministic observation function, but some LMAS
tasks involve observation interference and noise that a Dec-
POMDP cannot model. Secondly, a Dec-POMDP integrates
the self-observation and entity-observation of each agent
into an integrated encoding, which has high dimensions and
uncertain length in LMAS due to the challenge (C3).

We address these issues with an Entity-oriented Dec-
POMDP (ED-POMDP). The proposed ED-POMDP formu-
lates LMAS with a tuple G = 〈A,E,U ,S, Pt,Z, Po, r, γ〉,
where A = {1, . . . , N} is a set of agents, E =
{1, . . . , N, . . . ,M} is a set of entities, and A ⊆ E. At each
time step, each agent i ∈ A chooses action ui ∈ U . The joint
action is represented as u ∈ UN . The true state of the envi-
ronment is denoted as s ∈ S . The state transition function is
Pt(s

′|s,u) : S × U × S → [0, 1]. An agent i observes an
entity j ∈ E from observation zij ∈ Z , and the stochas-
tic observation function is represented by Po(z, i, j|s) :
S×A×E×Z . The chance of successfully observing the en-
tity j is qij ,where qij(s) =

∫
z∈Z Po(z, i, j|s)dz. We assume

an agent can always observe itself, which means qii = 1.
At each time step, the entities visible to agent i are listed
in w(i|s). The agent observations, denoted as zi, are repre-
sented by self-observation zii and an entity-observation ar-
ray zie:

zi = [zii, zie],where zie = [zij | ∀j ∈ w(i|s), s. t. j 6= i]
(1)
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Figure 1: The structure of Concentration network and Concentration policy gradient.

Finally, r(i, s,u) ∈ R is the reward function and γ is the
discount factor.

Overall, the ED-POMDP has two major differences in
comparison with Dec-POMDP. Firstly, the observation func-
tion is stochastic rather than deterministic. Secondly, an
agent observes itself and each entity separately, instead of
sealing them into a black-box encoding.

Methods
Concentration Network
We start by explicitly modeling a concentration process as
follows:
1. Given a set of entities E and a set of motivational indices M .
2. Rank entities in E with a motivation-driven score function R.
3. Select top dc entities (dc ≥ 1) as subset E′ ⊆ E.

4. Aggregate the representations of entities in E′ by concatenation
and downsampling.

E.g., for a pedestrian-avoidance driving policy, each
pedestrian is denoted as e ∈ E. The probability of colli-
sion makes one of the motivational indexes. The motivation-
driven score function R selects dc pedestrians contributing
most to the collision probability into E′, determining the
preference of concentration. Finally, the representations in
E′ are aggregated for further processing.

Next, we realize this concentration process with neural
networks and refer to it as a Concentration Network (Conc-
Net). As shown in the left part of Fig. 1, a ConcNet has two
parts, a straightforward main network and a special moti-
vational subnetwork.

Concentration Main Network. As a prerequisite, raw ob-
servations need to be encoded into a feature space with di-
mension dk before fed into ConcNet. Let de be the number
of observed entities. Encoded observations of entities are

represented with matrix ve ∈ Rde×dk . The encoded self-
observation is denoted as vs ∈ R1×dk .

First, the score function R uses a dot product to calculate
scores ωe.

ωe = R(vs,ve) =
(veWk)(vsWq)

T

√
dk

(2)

where Wq and Wk ∈ Rdk×dk are learnable parameter ma-
trices. Next, the observed entity representations, namely ve,
are ranked based on their scores ωe ∈ Rde by switching
matrix rows (rows with top scores are placed at the top):

ω′e = Sort (ωe) , v
′
e = Sort (ve|ωe) (3)

where the sorted versions of ve and ωe are represented as v′e
and ω′e.

Afterward, in a way that resembles hard attention (Xu
et al. 2015), we prune v′e by selecting the top dc rows and
removing the rest (de − dc) rows, resulting in vce:

vce = Prune (v′e|dc) , vce ∈ Rdc×dk (4)

In case of de < dc, we deal with it using zero-paddings.
For the final aggregation procedure, ConcNet concate-

nates vs with flattened vce into v` ∈ R(dc+1)×dk . Then an
MLP layer fcn(·) is used to restore the dimension of repre-
sentation back to dk (downsample):

vc = fcn
(
v`
)
, vc ∈ Rdk (5)

where vc is the output of ConcNet main network. Addition-
ally, we give another network variant by inserting an op-
tional self-attention (SA) layer right before the concatena-
tion step.

Motivational Subnetwork. ConcNet is incomplete with-
out the guidance of motivation indices M . Note that the pa-
rameters of the score function R are not yet differential due
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to the rank-and-prune operation. We address this problem
by designing a Motivational Subnetwork as shown in Fig. 1,
which is designed to be differential w.r.t. the parameters of
R.

This subnetwork will be used to predict each motivational
index m ∈M , in which process the regression loss is back-
propagated to supervise the training of R, making the score
function sensitive to entities that are concerned with M . In
other words, the score function is trained to recognize en-
tities with the most significant impact on the motivational
indices in this subnetwork, and to correct the concentration
preference of ConcNet.

The motivational indices M are no doubt essential in this
subnetwork. E.g., agent state value can be used as a moti-
vational index, because the core motive in RL is the reward.
Also, the expected time of survival can make another moti-
vational index, since an agent has to be alive to do anything
at all. Multiple indices can co-exist, and the number of cho-
sen motivational indices is denoted as K.

An overview of the design of the motivational subnetwork
is shown in Fig. 1. The subnetwork begins at its divergence
from the main network, right after the ranking operation.
Since the output of this subnetwork has no forward influence
on the main network, it is safe to use softmax and weighted-
sum for feature extraction here:

vme = softmax [ω′e] · (v′eWv) (6)

where Wv is another learnable parameter matrix.
Then the result vme of Eq. 6 is concatenated with vs by

a skip connection, before an MLP layer fm(·) concludes a
motivational representation vm:

vm = fm [concat (vs, v
m
e )] (7)

Next, the subnetwork estimates K motivational indices
with MLP networks {g1, . . . , gK}:

Ŷk = gk(v
m), k ∈ {1, . . . ,K} (8)

The estimated indices are denoted as {Ŷ1, . . . , ŶK}, and the
regression loss function is summarized by Lreg:

Lθrreg = L1
reg+ · · ·+LKreg =

K∑
k=1

µkED
[∥∥∥Ŷk − Yk∥∥∥2] (9)

where Yk is the true value of the k-th motivational in-
dex, D is a collection of most recent episode samples, and
{µ1, . . . , µk} are constant scalars that weigh the importance
of each motivation. The parameter collection θr includes pa-
rameters of the motivational subnetwork and parameters of
R.

Concentration Policy Gradient
Now we put forward a concentration policy gradient archi-
tecture as an example application of ConcNet.

Motivational Indices Selection The selection of motiva-
tional indices is important. While there are many choices of
indices when considering specific tasks, two general indices
exist in LMAS problems, namely the state value Y Vi and

the expected time of survival Y φi mentioned in the previous
section. For generality and expansibility, the concentration
policy gradient architecture is only established on these two
motivation indices.

The regression loss from the former motivation index
Y1,i = Y Vi is L1

reg:

L1
reg = µ1ED

[∥∥∥Ŷ Vi (zi)− Y Vi
∥∥∥2]

Y Vi = ri =
∞∑
l=0

γlri(t+ l)

(10)

where Ŷ Vi is the estimated index reflecting agent’s state
value, ri is the discounted sum of rewards. Strictly speak-
ing, Eq. 10 utilizes the Monte Carlo approach (Sutton, Barto
et al. 1998) to train the state value estimation.

As for the latter motivation index Y2,i = Y φi , we define it
as a truncated survial-time countdown:

Y φi (t;Tmax) = min [Ti − t, Tmax] , t ∈ [0, Ti] (11)

where Ti is the total survival time of agent i in current
episode and Tmax is a threshold to limit Y φi ∈ [0, Tmax].
Correspondingly, a small adjustment is made to the loss
function L2

reg by replacing D with D′, where D′ ⊆ D con-
tains samples satisfying t ∈ [Ti − Tmax, Ti]. The loss func-
tion L2

reg is:

L2
reg = µ2ED′

[∥∥∥Ŷ φi (zi)− Y φi ∥∥∥2] , (12)

Structure In the right part of Fig. 1, we present concentra-
tion policy gradient models (a) and (b) established upon this
2-motivation ConcNet. Model (a) is referred to as Single-
ConcNet and (b) as Dual-ConcNet.

Single-ConcNet is a basic and straightforward model to
apply ConcNet. It begins by encoding raw observations
with MLPs, followed by a ConcNet. The outputs of Conc-
Net’s main network are used to estimate action distributions
π(ui|zi). Therefore, the main network is necessary for both
the training stage and the testing stage. In comparison, the
motivation subnetwork of ConcNet is only needed during
training, playing an indispensable role in shaping the score
function R. This subnetwork is also responsible for provid-
ing motivational index Ŷ Vi as V̂i for advantage estimation.
Once the training is done, the entire motivation subnetwork
is no longer needed.

As an extension of Single-ConcNet, Dual-ConcNet model
in Fig. 1(b) uses two ConcNets to deal with problems con-
cerning multiple types of entities. For instance, in tasks with
known friend-or-foe entity identifications, a Dual-ConcNet
model (referred to as Conc for simplicity) can process ally
and opponent entities separately for better performance and
flexibility.

Furthermore, when history observation is essential for
making decisions, a Dual-ConcNet model can also be used
to process past-or-present observations, serving as an alter-
native choice besides RNN. More specifically, in this case,
we introduce a FIFO (first-in, first-out) memory pool to store
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(a) Nblue = Nred = 100. (b) Nblue = Nred = 50.

Higher ground

Lower ground

Eliminated units
Red team units

Blue (RL) team units

(c) Middle of a game.

Speed Direction

Attack Range

(d) Zoom in (c).

Figure 2: The Decentralised Collective Assault (DCA) envi-
ronment supports the cooperative competition between two
teams of agents. The terrain is represented by gray contours.

history observations. Then one of the ConcNet in (b) is
used to process present observations, with the other Conc-
Net to process past observations taken from the FIFO pool.
This variant considering history observations is referred to
as Conc-4Hist to distinguish from the Conc model shown in
Fig. 1(b).

As another difference with the Single-ConcNet model, the
two motivation subnetworks in Fig. 1(b) are merged inter-
nally by the concatenation of Eq. 7 to produce joint mo-
tivational indices. The implementation details of Conc and
Conc-4Hist are discussed in the Appendix. Note that one of
the motivational indexes, namely the state value index Y Vi ,
also participates in the estimation of advantage Âi to calcu-
late the policy gradient.

Advantage Âi is estimated with Generalized Advantage
Estimation (GAE) (Schulman et al. 2015), and λ is the GAE
parameter.

Âi(t) =
∞∑
l=0

(γλ)l
[
ri(t) + γV̂i (t+ 1)− V̂i (t)

]
(13)

∇θπJ (π) = ED
[
∇θπ log π (ui|zi, θπ) Âi

]
(14)

minimize
θr

Lθrreg (15)

where θπ is the collection of policy parameters.
Eventually, the advantage is used to calculate the policy

gradient (Eq. 14), which updates the policy. In our model,
by solving the regression problem in Eq. 15, two goals are

(a) Mean Episode Reward.

(b) Win Rate.

Figure 3: A comparison study between concentration-based
model and attention-based model.

achieved at one stroke: firstly, an estimator of the value func-
tion is trained; secondly, the score function R is trained to
consider motivational indices.

Experiments
In this section, we will illustrate the efficiency of the Con-
Net and the concentration policy gradient under complex
LMAS tasks in comparative studies. Ablation studies and
further analyses are provided for a better understanding of
our method, and to demonstrate the flexibility and scalabil-
ity of ConNet. 1

Decentralized Collective Assault
This subsection presents an example of the LMAS task, re-
ferred to as Decentralized Collective Assault (DCA). Most
current multi-agent environments are either designed under
small-MAS setting with less than 30 agents or established in
a simple discrete Gridworld (Zheng et al. 2018). In compar-
ison, DCA aims to simulate a complex LMAS environment
in continuous 2D space. As shown in Figures 2, blue tank
agents team up against another script-controlled red team
(with details given in Appendix).

The number of each team is denoted as Nblue and
Nred, and the number of total agents is adjusted in range
[100, 300]. The goal is to survive and eliminate opponents.
A team wins when it wipes out the opponents or has more
survivors when time runs out. Limited by the scope of obser-
vation and random interference, an agent i only observes a
nearby entity j with probability 1− pb when dis(j, i) ≤ rw,
where pb ∈ [0, 1) is the interference probability, and dis(·)
calculates the distance between agents. The action space in

1The source code is available at the following reposi-
tory. https://github.com/binary-husky/hmp2g/tree/aaai-conc. And
the Appendix is available at arxiv.
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Figure 4: Testing-scalability of our models. Conc and Conc-
SA models are trained under Nblue=Nred=100, and then
tested under a series of different settings: (1) Nblue ∈
[50, 150] with Nred = 100. (2) Nred ∈ [50, 150] with
Nblue = 100. (3) Nblue = Nred ∈ [50, 150].

Figure 5: Performance comparison of our Conc model under
settings of 100vs100 and 50vs50.

the DCA environment is discrete with seven types of ac-
tions, responsible for accelerating to four directions, rotating
weapon clockwise, anti-clockwise, or doing nothing respec-
tively. Each agent has a fan-shaped weapon kill area with ra-
dius `i that eliminates opponents inside. So far, the strength
of a team largely depends on the initial agent number. Thus
we introduce map terrain that adds a new twist. The terrain
only affects the agent’s fire radius `i by `i = `o · hi, where
`o is a fix radius under flat terrain and hi ∈ (0, 2) is the rela-
tive height factor, which gives advantage to agents that have
the high ground. For the RL reward, each agent is rewarded
+1.0 when make a kill, and −0.5 when get hit.
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Figure 6: The influence of dc and the performance of Dual-
ConcNet and Single-ConcNet in the 50vs50-S setting. By
increasing dc or adopting the Dual-ConcNet model, more
trainable network parameters are introduced and the train-
ing is slightly slowed down. Neither factor has a significant
impact on the final episode rewards.

Experimental Setup
In experiments, we adjust the number of agents and level of
interference in DCA. Experiments with 5% interference are
denoted as Nblue-Nred-S, and 10% interference as Nblue-
Nred-L.

We train our model with the PPO learner proposed in
(Schulman et al. 2017) and improved in (Ye et al. 2020).
In all experiments, the learning rate is 5 · 10−4, and the dis-
count factor γ is 0.99. At each update, we use trajectories
collected from 64 episodes. The GAE parameter λ is 0.95.
We select dc = 2 as default, and choose the Dual-ConcNet
model shown in Fig. 1(b) as an ablation baseline, referred
to as Conc for simplicity. The optional self-attention layer
is not used unless referred to as Conc-SA. Two ConcNet
in this baseline model process friend-or-foe entity observa-
tions respectively. The experiments are performed with an
RTX 8000 GPU, which takes around a day to train 50vs50
or 2 days to train 100vs100 from scratch.

We compare the default Conc model with plain MLP
with zero-padding (PlainNet), soft self-attention (Soft-SA),
as well as attention-based deep graph network (Att-DGN).
(1) We construct a plain MLP policy without scalability and
use zero-padding to maintain input dimensions, this simple
method is referred to as PlainNet. The observation is con-
verted to a fixed-length vector by simple concatenation fol-
lowed by zero-padding. (2) We use soft SA to aggregate
the observation sequence from entities. This model shares
similar attention structure used in (Hoshen 2017) and (Iqbal
and Sha 2019), and it is referred to as Soft-SA. (3) We im-
plement a graph attention network that resembles (Agarwal,
Kumar, and Sycara 2019) and (Deka and Sycara 2021). Un-
like other models that strictly follow the paradigm of decen-
tralized execution, the DGN-based model requires breaking
the decentralization restrictions to work, and is referred to as
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Figure 7: Visualizing the concentration score ranking under
DCA. We choose and freeze scenes 1 and 2 (S1 and S2)
to investigate how the concentration network ranks the al-
lies (blue) and opponents (red) nearby an agent of interest
(green). We use light-red and dark-red to indicate whether
an opponent is visible to this agent of interest. The terrain is
represented by gray contours. The ranking is shown as pink
and blue contours.

Att-DGN. (4) We degenerate the main network of ConcNet
into a special soft attention module, which only preserves
top-dc attentional weights and zeros out other weights be-
fore performing softmax. This Attention Rank-Out model
(Conc-ARO) is designed to illustrate the non-trivial supe-
riority of ConcNet compared to the soft-attention network.
(5) We compare the baseline (Conc) with another Dual-
ConcNet model (Conc-4Hist), which is designed for using
history infomation and can use multi-step observations for
decision making.

Ablations

We perform a series of ablation experiments to answer the
following questions.

Scalability. We investigate how our method performs in
even larger LMAS (Training-Scalability), and whether a
trained model is robust to deal with scenarios with a different
number of agents (Testing-Scalability). We double the agent
number from 50 to Nblue=Nred=100, while the training still
begins from scratch under the same hyper-parameters. Then
the trained model is tested under different settings: (a) Fixed
number of RL agents Nblue = 100, Nred ∈ [50, 150], (b)
Fixed number of opponents Nred = 100, Nblue ∈ [50, 150],
(c) Playing equal with Nblue = Nred ∈ [50, 150].

Figure 8: Testing Conc and Conc-4Hist models against dif-
ferent level of interference in 50vs50 DCA settings. In this
test, the success probability of observing any entity (1− pb)
range in [95%, 10%].

Motivations. We examine whether both chosen motiva-
tional indices are essential. Since our ConcNet is motivated
by two motivational indices, we naturally doubt that one of
the indices may not contribute to the model performance.
Thus we try to remove the survival time objective to inspect
how it impacts the model.

Details. (a) We assess how the concentration parameter dc
influences the module. (b) We investigate whether the extra
self-attention layer shown in Fig. 1 provides improvement.
(c) We examine whether reducing our model from Dual-
ConcNet to Single-ConcNet causes a performance decay.
(d) We investigate whether Conc-4Hist model can ultilize
history observations under extreme interference.

It is necessary to reveal that none of these details are es-
sential to the concentration network, therefore showing the
great flexibility of the concentration network.

Results
Fig. 3 shows that concentration-based models significantly
outperform other models. In 50vs50-S settings, the average
win rate of our model can reach 90% while the win rate of
other methods is below 30%.

In 50vs50-L settings, the agent observations are blocked
more frequently by interference. Surprisingly, the increased
interference benefits the win rate of attention-based meth-
ods. This unforeseen result again indicates that the over-
whelming observation is the bottleneck of soft attention
models in LMAS, since even random observation-blocking
by interference can raise the performance of these mod-
els. But after all, the win rate is still much lower than our
concentration-based models. Also, degenerated Conc-ARO
model has weak performance against other Conc models,
showing that simply imitating ConcNet with specially mod-
ified soft-attention does not have ideal results.

Analyzing a Learned Concentration Network. It is pos-
sible to take a glimpse of what ConcNet has learned inside
this black box. In Fig. 7 we investigate how the concentra-
tion ranks a given entity in DCA. We freeze two scenes and
select an RL agent to investigate (plot as green), then we per-
form surgery on this agent’s observation to insert a virtual
entity nearby and test the concentration ranking. Since we
use Dual-ConcNet structure by default, we can study how
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the concentration network response to ally and opponent en-
tities separately.

Fig. 7(b) shows that besides its distance to opponents, an
agent cares more about its rear since it is more vulnerable
than its front. The contour that ranks the ally concentration is
significantly influenced by the terrain in Fig. 7(d), probably
because the assistance of allies from the higher ground is
more helpful in the future. The ally concentration contour
is unusual in Fig. 7(c). In this scene, the agent concentrates
on faraway allies on the higher ground instead of its closest
ally since the reinforcements from faraway allies are more
helpful to change the tide of the game.

Scalability. By doubling the number of agents, the task
difficulty increases significantly. In the 100vs100(-S) exper-
iment, the number of episodes required to train the policy
doubles. Nevertheless, Fig. 5 shows that our concentration-
based models still has good performance under this setting,
which demonstrates the Training-Scalability of the ConcNet
model.

In order to evaluate the Testing-Scalability, the trained
model is tested under settings different in initial agent num-
bers in Fig. 4. Starting from origin at Nblue = Nred = 100.
The win rate drops slowly as opponents gradually outnum-
ber the RL agents when the opponent number is increased,
around -1% per opponent. In comparison, the win rate drops
more rapidly when the number of RL agents is reduced,
around -2% per RL agent. Alternatively, when the agent
numbers of both sides change synchronously, the trained
policy adapts better since the game is fair in agent numbers.
Although the policy is trained under 100vs100, it still has
about 50% win rate in 130vs130 settings due to the Testing-
Scalability. In Fig. 4(b), Two concentration network variants
Conc and Conc-SA are compared. In this setting, the default
Conc model has a higher win rate without SA.

Motivational Indices. Fig. 6 shows that after removing
the survival-time motivation index, the performance is de-
cayed considerably. Without sufficient guidance of the es-
sential motivation, the score function is unable to learn to
rank the importance of entities. Fortunately, these two mo-
tivational indices are general in almost all MAS tasks, re-
flecting the underlying affinity between our concentration
network and the LMAS policy gradient framework. We em-
phasized that MAS problems from different research areas
can be distinct from one another and need flexibility in solu-
tions. Our concentration network is open to any task-related
motivational indices and can provide this flexibility.

Structure Details. The parameter dc controls the num-
ber of entity representations to preserve in the pruning step.
Fig. 6 shows that a larger dc slows down the learning pro-
cess, but has no influence on the final reward after trained
sufficiently.

The optional SA layer is helpful in 50vs50 settings, but at
a great cost of GPU memory usage. In comparison, Fig. 4(b)
suggests that SA is detrimental to model performance under
100vs100.

Fig. 6 also shows that Dual-ConcNet and Single-ConcNet
have trivial performance differences. However, the Dual-

ConcNet structure still has good reasons to be highlighted
because it shows the flexibility of the concentration network.
In heterogeneous MAS with many types of entities, it is easy
to extend Dual-ConcNet to Quad-Conc or even more com-
plex structure to satisfy different requirements.

The multi-step version of Dual-ConcNet, Conc-4Hist,
shows significant improvement when the interference level
pb is extremely high. According to Fig. 8, when the interfer-
ence level is as high as 80%, agents of the Conc model suffer
great disadvantage from going blind. However, the Conc-
4Hist model benefits from the ability to recall observations
from history, and shows significant improvement compared
with the Conc model.

Conclusions
This paper aims at RL in Large-scale MAS (LMAS).
We start by modeling the process of concentration as a
motivation-driven process, and then put forward a concen-
tration network specialized in processing long sequences
of entity observations in LMAS. Furthermore, we propose
a concentration policy gradient architecture that can train
agent policies in LMAS from scratch. Our concentration-
based models not only significantly outperform exist-
ing MAS methods but also achieves excellent Training-
Scalability as well as Testing-Scalability. Moreover, we
present and experimented with several variants of concentra-
tion policy gradient to demonstrate the flexibility of Conc-
Net. Besides the two general motivational indices embedded
in the concentration policy gradient, Our concentration net-
work is open to the implementation of any task-specific mo-
tivational indices to meet the requirements of distinct LMAS
tasks.

For future work, we believe the concentration models can
combine with transfer learning to learn more robust poli-
cies. Moreover, we aim to apply the proposed concentration
network to more multi-agent benchmark environments and
investigate the possible applications in real-world problems.
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